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Preterite/Imperfect

Use the preterite to speak of past events
As a whole or the beginning or the end
Imperfect sets the scene for the story being told
What was going on while preterite events unfolded

Descriptions or repeated actions in the past
Unless the number of times it happened is expressed
And states of mind in the background are imperfect
Non-action verbs are not events unless made manifest

Let me tell you what I mean by that 
A state of mind can be an event
When expressed with outward evidence
Or speaking of a specific instance

These non-action verbs are made preterite
To focus on completion, beginning, or end
The “special meaning” preterites are explained by this
Or compressing the verb into a single moment
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Preterite vs. Imperfect Song Explanation

Preterite is used to focus on the totality, beginning, or end, of a past action or state.
The imperfect is used for ongoing or repeated action or state in the past (if the number of times the 
action occurred is expressed, use the preterite).

Once you understand it, this brief definition is all you need to know. Learn how to decide between 
preterite and imperfect by reading through the following line-by-line explanation of the song.

“Use the preterite to speak of past events as a whole or the beginning or the end…

Preterite is the past tense that you use to say things like “We went to the game yesterday,” or “I saw 
that movie with my friends,” or “It rained and his suit became wrinkled.” These are spoken of as 
individual actions—the events in a sentence. You’re not speaking of anything going on while these 
things are happening. You’re just saying that they happened, and that they’re over.

Imperfect sets the scene for the story being told—what was going on while preterite events unfolded…
descriptions…

Imperfect is usually used to speak of things that are not the main events in a sentence or story. It is 
used in a sentence that sets the scene for a story, like “While we were going to the game…”, or “I 
was watching that movie with my friends when…” Descriptions are an excellent example of “scene 
setting”: “It was raining when…”, or “He was very tall, and his suit was wrinkled….” 

…or repeated actions in the past, unless the number of times it happened is expressed…

Imperfect is also used for repeated actions, like “I went to that barber shop every month when I was 
a kid…”, or “they washed their car every Wednesday.” The only exception to this is when the number 
of times is expressed, like “I went to that barber shop five times…”, or “they washed their car seven 
times…”

…and states of mind in the background are imperfect. Non-action verbs are not events… 

These lines seem to be unnecessary—of course states of mind in the background are imperfect; every 
verb in the background is imperfect. For example:  “They felt resentful because they believed that 
they were underpaid”, or “they knew lots of left-handed dentists.” These mental actions are not events 
that are occurring, but states of mind that are “ongoing” in someone’s head throughout the story. 
Because of this, mental activity is normally imperfect.

…unless made manifest.

But sometimes the non-action verb is an event. (Manifest means that the non-action verb becomes 
concrete or visible.)

Let me tell you what I mean by that—a state of mind can be an event, when expressed with outward 
evidence
Or speaking of a specific instance 

Wanting is a state of mind that is usually not an event, and is therefore usually imperfect. But wanting 
can be preterite when demonstrated by action: Su amigo no quiso entrar. This is stronger than “His 
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friend didn’t want to enter.” When querer is preterite, it shows that the not wanting is not simply a state 
of mind, but a specific, visible instance. The best translation in this case is “refused”.  What would be 
the best translation for Su amigo quiso entrar? What does outward, visible wanting look like? The best 
translation for quiso is usually “tried”.

These non-action verbs are made preterite
To focus on completion…beginning (see below) …or end…

To emphasize that the state of mind is over: When I was young, I thought (pensé) that…
I loved her (yo la quise), but I don’t have feelings for her anymore.

…beginning…

Or to speak about the beginning of the mental activity in the past, like knowing, being able to, having. 
Let’s return to an earlier example of imperfect: “They knew (conocían) lots of left-handed dentists”. 
Knowing people is usually an ongoing state of mind—not an event. Preterite deals with the beginning 
of the state in the past. What is the beginning of knowing a person? Meeting the person. If we put 
conocer in the preterite, we bring knowing out of the background, and make it manifest by talking 
about the beginning of the knowing—“They met (conocieron) many left-handed dentists.” Other verbs 
have similar meaning changes when used in the preterite. What is the beginning of having? Receiving. 
What is the beginning of knowing a fact? Learning, or finding out. The beginning of being able to do 
something? Succeeding in doing it. 

The “special meaning” preterites are explained by this (see chart below)

Or compressing the verb into a single moment”

This is another way of looking at “speaking of a specific instance”. The verb hay is good example. Hay 
means “there is”. There is no action—you’re just saying that something already exists. To use it in the 
past, decide whether you’re talking about something’s ongoing existence in the past, like: “There was 
(había) a big yellow house next to the playground”. But when you use it in the preterite, you compress 
that state of being into an occurrence or event, like: “There was (hubo) a flood in Honduras…”

Special Meanings
Many teachers find it helpful to put some of these words in a list of verbs that, since they are usually 
imperfect, are said to have “special meanings” when used in the preterite. This list may be helpful, 
but it can lead English speakers to become too inflexible in their understanding of these words. If 
one understands the concept of preterite tense, the logic of the language (see above, and parentheses) 
eliminates the need for rote memorization of the words in this chart.

Imperfect Preterite
Querer wanted tried (manifestation of wanting)
No querer didn’t want refused (manifestation of not wanting)
Poder was able succeeded in (beginning of being able)
No poder was not able failed in (manifestation of not being able)
Saber knew (factual information) found out, learned (beginning of knowing)
Conocer knew (personally acquainted) met (beginning of knowing)
Tener had received, got (beginning of having)
Haber there was there was (an incident)


